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International news
US ambassador visits the centre for Computational Neuroscience and Cognitive Robotics (/research/activity/cncr/news/06Feb-usambassador-visit.aspx)
Matthew Barzun, the US ambassador to UK, visited the centre for Computational Neuroscience and Cognitive Robotics on 6 February 2014.During his
visit, Uta Noppeney, CNCR co-director, described the centre's philosophy, research directions, international collaborations and the associated CNCR
MSc program.
17/02/2014

Birmingham launches new Centre in Physical Sciences for Health (/research/activity/mds/news-events/2013/22-Nov-Birmingham-launchesnew-Centre-in-Physical-Sciences-for-Health.aspx)
The University of Birmingham is among 24 UK universities to receive a share of £350 million announced by Universities and Science Minister, David Willetts, today (22
November).
19/12/2013

Drew Longacre to conduct post-doctoral research in Helsinki (/research/activity/itsee/news/2013/drew-longacre-2013.aspx)
Drew Longacre invited to conduct post doctoral research on the Septuagint manuscripts of Exodus.
05/12/2013

Birmingham launches new Centre in Physical Sciences for Health (/news/latest/2013/11/22-Nov-Birmingham-launches-new-Centre-inPhysical-Sciences-for-Health.aspx)
The University of Birmingham is among 24 UK universities to receive a share of £350 million announced by Universities and Science Minister, David Willetts, today (22
November).
22/11/2013

ITSEE at SBL 2013 (/research/activity/itsee/news/2013/sbl2013.aspx)
ITSEE presentations at the Society of Biblical Literature annual meeting in 2013 and an invitation to the University of Birmingham breakfast.
19/11/2013

Saudi links (/generic/tsrc/news/2013/saudi-links.aspx)
TSRC Deputy Director John Mohan was an invited speaker at a workshop on managing non-profit organisations, at the King Fahd University, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, in
November.
14/11/2013

Red Bull, Mercedes, McLaren? Nope it's UBR. (/university/colleges/eps/news/student/UBR-Nov2013.aspx)
The UoB's students may well be hearing the term UBR a lot more often this year. What is UBR you ask? Well this is the University of Birmingham's Formula Student
Team: UB Racing.
08/11/2013

What I got up to this summer (/university/colleges/eps/news/student/My-Summer-Rachel-Fisher-Civ.aspx)
As summers go the last one was pretty good, although I'm sure we will all agree that the preceding period of exams is not a difficult act to follow. It was a chance to relax,
catch up with friends, but also to earn some money and gain experience to put on my CV.
08/11/2013

What I got up to this summer (/university/colleges/eps/news/student/My-Summer-Emily-Doyle-Chemistry.aspx)
To me, I think the most noteworthy thing about my summer this year is how long it was! Having just finished my first year of University, I had never had anything like 4
months summer holiday, and after a stressful exam period, it seemed like exactly what I needed.
08/11/2013

The Beale Lecture Series (/university/colleges/eps/news/student/Beale-Lecture-Series.aspx)
The Beale Lecture Series is a programme introduced this year by the School of Civil Engineering aimed at enriching the Civil-Engineering experience by giving students
(you) an insight into life in the working world and into what you might be doing once you leave university.
08/11/2013
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